Elgersburg Summer School, March 2014
Mathematical Biology
Exercise Sheet 5– Group project
The fifth and final Mathematical Biology Exercise Sheet is a Group Project. We have included
below a list of peer–reviewed published papers which all use matrix PPMs to describe conservation (increasing population abundance) or management (decreasing or controlling population
abundance) strategies. Working in the groups you established in the second lecture you have
the following tasks:
(i) Choose a paper from the list and use it as a basis for your own conservation or management
strategy of that species. Some pointers:
(a) You should be able to describe your strategy mathematically.
(b) Most of the papers use sensitivity or elasticity analyses (see Exercise Sheet 2, Question
(4)) to motivate strategies. You are welcome to use any machinery you have learned
here or are previously aware of. Ideas include
•
•
•
•

Open loop control.
Perturbation theory (see Exercise Sheet 2, Question (4)).
Feedback (PID) control.
Optimal control.

(c) Many existing management strategies focus on controlling asymptotic properties of
the population. It may be of interest to consider transient dynamics as well.
(d) Although you have no resource limitations; any course of action must be biologically
sensible.
(e) You do not have to restrict attention to matrix PPMs; you are welcome to either
extend the models given or devise your own models– provided that you justify what
you do.
(ii) On Friday you will present your findings and management suggestions in a 25 minute
presentation in the Mathematical Biology Exercise Class. Your presentation should include
(a) A brief summary of the paper you studied.
(b) Your own mananagement recommendation.
You are welcome to use either a blackboard (considering though the time limits), or beamer
or powerpoint slides.
In the interest of variety we think it would be good if not every group chose the same paper!
We have pdf copies of the papers if you require them.
The population of interest in [5] is the koala population, p. 901, Table 2.
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